The following information and pictures can be used for promoting me and my books. If
you are interested in an interview, guest post or article, I will gladly participate. You can
email me at ChrysFey@yahoo.com.

BIO: Chrys Fey is the author of the Disaster Crimes Series, a unique concept blending
romance, crimes, and disasters. She’s partnered with the Insecure Writer’s Support
Group and runs their Goodreads book club. She’s also an editor for Dancing Lemur
Press.
Fey realized she wanted to write by watching her mother pursue publication. At the age
of twelve, she started her first novel, which flourished into a series she later rewrote at
seventeen.
Fey lives in Florida and is always on the lookout for hurricanes. She has four cats and
three nephews; both keep her entertained with their antics.

Chrys Fey’s Links:
BookBub - https://www.bookbub.com/profile/chrys-fey
Website - http://www.ChrysFey.com
Blog - http://www.writewithfey.blogspot.com
YouTube - https://www.youtube.com/c/ChrysFeySparks
Amazon - https://www.authorcentral.amazon.com/chrysfey
Goodreads - https://www.goodreads.com/ChrysFey
Instagram - https://www.instagram.com/chrysfey/
Facebook - http://www.facebook.com/chrysfey
Twitter - https://twitter.com/ChrysFey
Linkedin - https://www.linkedin.com/in/chrys-fey-337800142/

Chrys Fey’s Published Works:
Write with Fey: 10 Sparks to Guide You from Idea to Publication
(Dancing Lemur Press, 06/05/2018)
Hurricane Crimes #1 (The Wild Rose Press, 11/27/2013)
Seismic Crimes #2 (The Wild Rose Press, 04/22/2016)
Lightning Crimes #2.5 (Chrys Fey, 12/09/2016)
Tsunami Crimes #3 (The Wild Rose Press, 01/20/2017)
Flaming Crimes #4 (The Wild Rose Press, 01/03/2018)
30 Seconds Before - Prequel (The Wild Rose Press, 10/21/2016)
30 Seconds (The Wild Rose Press, 9/10/2014)
Ghost of Death (The Wild Rose Press, 4/22/2015)
Witch of Death (The Wild Rose Press, 5/20/2015)

Publisher Information:
The Wild Rose Press:
"The Wild Rose Press has been publishing electronic and print titles of fiction for more
than nine years. Our titles span the sub-genre spectrum from sweet to sensually erotic
romance in all lengths to mainstream and women’s fiction.”
The Wild Rose Press: https://catalog.thewildrosepress.com/

Dancing Lemur Press:
“Our trademark is not just a logo – the Dancing Lemur represents optimism, enthusiasm
and belief. We strive to publish works that uplift and inspire, encouraging the reader to
explore and discover while remaining morally grounded. At the heart of our science
fiction, mystery, NA/YA, and fantasy lies positive relationship dynamics, optimistic
attitudes and non-salacious material. Our non-fiction offers insightful information,
uplifting ideas and real-life opportunities. Our goal is to provide hope for the reader’s
dreams and aspirations.”
Dancing Lemur Press: http://www.dancinglemurpressllc.com

BLURB:
Catch the sparks you need to write, edit, publish, and market your book!
Write with Fey: 10 Sparks to Guide You from Idea to Publication offers an abundance of
data in one handy book. From writing your novel to prepping for publication and beyond,
you’ll find sparks on every page, including 100 bonus marketing tips. You’ll also
discover how to write specific scenes and characters, adding depth to your work.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Spark One: Being a Writer
Spark Two: Story Essentials
Spark Three: A Book’s Stepping Stones
Spark Four: How To
Spark Five: Character ER
Spark Six: Editing
Spark Seven: Publishing
Spark Eight: Marketing
Spark Nine: Writing About
Spark Ten: Final Inspiration

With so much information, you’ll take notes, highlight, and flag pages to come back to
again and again on your writing journey.

Title: Write with Fey: 10 Sparks to Guide You from Idea to Publication
Author: Chrys Fey
Genre: how-to, creative writing, publishing
Format: Digital and Print
Publisher: Dancing Lemur Press
Release Date: June 5, 2018
Digital:
NOOK
KOBO
Amazon US
Amazon CA
Amazon UK
iTunes
Print:
Amazon

Editorial Reviews:
“From creating realistic, fully fleshed-out characters, to planning a stellar plot, this book
breaks down the writing process into small, bite-sized portions of instruction, and
condenses years’ worth of reading and hundreds of dollars’ worth of courses, giving the
reader the most substantial amount of information with the least amount of effort. With
steps that help the writer maintain momentum, and questions to challenge the writer's
process, this book can't help but bring a plot and characters to the forefront and inspire
the reader to create a scintillating story.” – Readers’ Favorite
“Solid, sound basic writing book for the writing daring to be an author. The "10 Sparks"
cover a wealth of topics with abbreviated, concise guidance, giving authors a fantastic
place to check off all the necessities. Unsure how to title your book? It's there. Unsure
whether to write a prologue? It's there. Stunned on how to write a synopsis? Yep, it's
there. Nicely done. Especially appropriate for the first-time novelist. Kudos to Chrys
Fey.” – C. Hope Clark, The Carolina Slade Mysteries and The Edisto Island Mysteries,
Founder of FundsforWriters

BLURB: After her car breaks down, Beth Kennedy is forced to stay in Florida, the target
of Hurricane Sabrina. She stocks up supplies, boards up windows, and hunkers down to
wait out the storm, but her plan unravels when she witnesses a car accident. Risking
her life, she braves the winds to save the driver. Just when she believes they are safe,
she finds out the man she saved could possibly be more dangerous than the severe
weather.
Donovan Goldwyn only wanted to hide from the police, but the hurricane shoved his car
into a tree. Now he's trapped with a beautiful woman while the evidence that can prove
his innocence to a brutal crime is out there for anyone to find.
As Hurricane Sabrina wreaks havoc, Beth has no other choice but to trust Donovan to
stay alive. But will she survive, or will she become another hurricane crime?
Title: Hurricane Crimes
Author: Chrys Fey
Series: Disaster Crimes (Book One)
Genre: Romantic Suspense
Length: Short Story (50 Pages)
Format: eBook
Publisher: The Wild Rose Press
Release Date: November 27, 2013
BUY LINKS:
The Wild Rose Press
NOOK
KOBO
Amazon US
Amazon UK
Editorial Reviews:
“Hurricane Crimes by Chrys Fey is a pure delight. It is a romance first and a suspense
novella second, but both are combined in a perfect formula for a wonderful afternoon’s
reading.” -Readers' Favorite
“I found this short story well written. I now wonder what will happen next. Is there going
to be a part two? I hope so because I want to know what is going to happen next. The
characters were interesting as well as appealing. There was a lot on chemistry between
Beth and Donavan.” – Romance Bookworm’s Reviews

BLURB: An Internal Affairs Investigator was murdered and his brother, Donovan
Goldwyn, was framed. Now Donovan is desperate to prove his innocence. And the one
person who can do that is the woman who saved him from a deadly hurricane—Beth
Kennedy. From the moment their fates intertwined, passion consumed him. He wants
her in his arms. More, he wants her by his side in his darkest moments.
Beth Kennedy may not know everything about Donovan, but she can’t deny what she
feels for him. It’s her love for him that pushes her to do whatever she has to do to help
him get justice, including putting herself in a criminal’s crosshairs.
When a tip reveals the killer's location, they travel to California, but then an earthquake
of catastrophic proportions separates them. As aftershocks roll the land, Beth and
Donovan have to endure dangerous conditions while trying to find their way back to one
another. Will they reunite and find the killer, or will they lose everything?
Title: Seismic Crimes
Author: Chrys Fey
Series: Disaster Crimes Series (Book Two)
Genre: Romantic-Suspense
Length: Novel (282 pages)
Format: Digital and Print
Publisher: The Wild Rose Press
Release Date: April 22, 2016

Digital:
NOOK
KOBO
Amazon US
Amazon UK
Print:
The Wild Rose Press
Amazon US
Amazon UK
Editorial Reviews:
“From the remnants of a Florida hurricane to a San Francisco earthquake, Fey puts you
in the middle of the devastation as Donovan and Beth forge the bonds of new love while
tracking a killer across the country in this nail-biting romantic suspense.” – Lilly Gayle,
author of Slightly Noble

BLURB: Beth and Donovan have come a long way from Hurricane Sabrina and the San
Francisco earthquake. Now they are approaching their wedding day and anxiously
waiting to promise each other a lifetime of love. The journey down the aisle isn’t smooth,
though, as they receive threats from the followers of the notorious criminal, Jackson
Storm. They think they’ll be safe in Hawaii, but distance can’t stop these killers. Not
even a tsunami can.
This monstrous wave is the most devastating disaster Beth has ever faced. It leaves her
beaten, frightened. Is she a widow on her honeymoon? As she struggles to hold herself
together and find Donovan, she’s kidnapped by Jackson's men.
Fearing her dead, Donovan searches the rubble and shelters with no luck. The thought
of her being swept out to sea is almost too much for him to bear, but the reality is much
worse. She’s being used as bait to get him to fall into a deadly trap.
If they live through this disaster, they may never be the same again.

Title: Tsunami Crimes
Author: Chrys Fey
Series: Disaster Crimes Series (Book Three)
Genre: Romantic-Suspense
Length: Novel (261 pages)
Format: Digital and Print
Publisher: The Wild Rose Press
Release Date: January 20, 2017

Digital:
NOOK
KOBO
Amazon US
Amazon UK
Print:
The Wild Rose Press
Amazon US
Amazon UK
Editorial Reviews:
“Ms. Fey’s strong and compelling visual storytelling coupled with the overwhelming
uncertainty facing Beth and Donovan make this a powerhouse novel.” – Ind’Tale
Magazine

BLURB:
Beth and Donovan are now happily married, and what Beth wants more than anything is
a baby. Her dream of starting a family is put on hold as fires burn dangerously close and
Donovan becomes a victim of sabotage.
Donovan escapes what could've been a deadly wreck. Their past enemies have been
eliminated, so who is cutting brake lines and leaving bloody messages? He vows to find
out, for the sake of the woman he loves and the life they're trying to build.
Amidst a criminal mind game, a fire ignites next to their home. They battle the flames
and fight to keep their house safe from the blaze pressing in on all sides, but neither of
them expects to confront a psychotic adversary in the middle of the inferno.
Their lives may just go up in flames…

Title: Flaming Crimes
Author: Chrys Fey
Series: Disaster Crimes Series (Book Four)
Genre: Romantic-Suspense
Length: Novel (304 pages)
Format: Digital and Print
Publisher: The Wild Rose Press
Release Date: January 03, 2018

Digital:
NOOK
KOBO
Amazon US
Amazon UK
Print:
The Wild Rose Press
Amazon US
Amazon UK
Editorial Reviews:
"They have survived before, but this time they may not be so lucky...because nowhere
is safe when evil comes calling." ~ Tome Tender, book blog reviewer

BLURB: Blake Herro is a cop in the Cleveland Police Force. Ever since he was a child
he wanted to do right by the city he loved by cleaning up the streets and protecting its
citizens. Red, a notorious mobster, has other plans.
On a bitter December night, ten police officers are drawn into a trap and killed by Red’s
followers. Blake wants to bring down the Mob to avenge his fallen brothers and to
prevent other cops from being murdered. Except the only way he can do that is by
infiltrating the Mob.
Every minute he’s with these mobsters he’s in danger. Around every corner lies the
threat of coming face to face with a gun. Will he make it out of the Mob alive or will he
be their next victim?

Title: 30 Seconds Before
Author: Chrys Fey
Genre: Suspense
Length: Novella (60 pages)
Format: eBook
Publisher: The Wild Rose Press
Release Date: October 21, 2016
BUY LINKS:
The Wild Rose Press
NOOK
KOBO
Amazon US
Amazon UK

Editorial Reviews:
"The character development and graphic detail [is] what sets Chrys Fey apart from other
authors. Chrys Fey writes with such strong detail that the reader feels as though they
are a part of the scene." - LAS Reviewer
This an intense crime/thriller story involving murderous mobsters and a cop who wants
to turn things around so that fewer of his men fall. This short piece doesn't compromise
character development.” – Medeia Sharif author of 52 Likes

BLURB: When Officer Blake Herro agreed to go undercover in the Mob, he thought he
understood the risks. But he's made mistakes and now an innocent woman has become
their target. He's determined to protect her at all costs.
The Mob's death threat turns Dr. Dani Hart's life upside down, but there is one danger
she doesn’t anticipate. As she's dodging bullets, she's falling in love with Blake. With
danger all around them, will she and Blake survive and have a happy ending, or will the
Mob make good on their threat?

Title: 30 Seconds
Author: Chrys Fey
Genre: Romantic Suspense
Length: Novella (105 pages)
Format: eBook
Publisher: The Wild Rose Press
Release Date: September 10, 2014

BUY LINKS:
The Wild Rose Press
NOOK
KOBO
Amazon US
Amazon UK

Editorial Reviews:
“The story flows smoothly and will keep readers on their toes while cheering for Dani
and Blake to stay alive. The author deserves kudos for this brief, romantic, suspenseful
tale.” – InD'tale Magazine
“The nail-biting plot twists in 30 SECONDS just kept coming – each one better then the
last. Both Dani and Blake’s past struggles really helped move the story along and
although I was itching to find out what happened in the end I just didn’t want the story to
finish.” – Long and Short Reviews

BLURB: Jolie Montgomery, a twenty-one-year-old woman, wakes up in an alley next to
her corpse. She has no memories of her murder or the night she died. She didn’t even
see the killer’s face before he or she took her life. Wanting justice, Jolie seeks answers
in the only way a ghost can...by stalking the lead detective on the case.
Avrianna Heavenborn is determined to find the person responsible for a young woman’s
death. She gets closer to the killer’s identity with every clue she uncovers, and Jolie is
with her every step of the way.
But if they don’t solve her murder soon, Jolie will be an earth-bound spirit forever.

Title: Ghost of Death
Author: Chrys Fey
Genre: Supernatural-Suspense
Length: Short Story (41 pages)
Format: eBook
Publisher: The Wild Rose Press
Release Date: April 22, 2015

BUY LINKS:
The Wild Rose Press
NOOK
KOBO
Amazon US
Amazon UK

Editorial Reviews:
“For a short story, GHOST OF DEATH made a serious impression on me, and I truly
enjoyed reading it. In fact, I've already gone through it a second time.” – Sensuous
Reviews
“Detective Avrianna Heavenborn remains a mystery that will stir readers' curious minds.
I would love to know more about her past and her gift of being able to see and hear the
dead. I hope Fey will come up with a sequel that centers on Avrianna Heavenborn.” –
Readers’ Favorite

BLURB: Detective Reid Sanders doesn’t believe in the supernatural, but when he’s
faced with a crime scene that defies the laws of nature, he has no other choice but to
start believing. And solving a magical murder involves working with a witch.
Liberty Sawyer embodies the look of your classic evil witch, so, it’s no surprise when
she uncovers the murderer is a witch that she becomes Reid’s number one suspect. If
she can’t convince him otherwise, more people could lose their lives to dark magic,
including her.

Title: Witch of Death
Author: Chrys Fey
Genre: Fantasy-Romance
Length: Short Story (35 pages)
Format: eBook
Publisher: The Wild Rose Press
Release Date: May 20, 2015

BUY LINKS:
The Wild Rose Press
NOOK
KOBO
Amazon US
Amazon UK

Editorial Reviews:
“Witch of Death is a fast paced short story that drew me in after the first page. The
author gave just enough information to really get me hooked and left me wanting to
know more.” – Night Owl Reviews
“WITCH OF DEATH is a tale of magical murders that will leave you spell-bound!” –
Dylan Newton author of Any Witch Way
“This story takes a fun angle on the crime-solving scene. Great action, nice fireworks,
and the unexpected.” – Crystal Collier author of Moonless

